and ominous shape of the whale. This epic novel is a laboratory of literature, created in an age before art and science became strictly demarcated.
Melville wrote his book -which drew on his own youthful experiences on a whaling ship -as a tribute to the first period of modern whaling in the eighteenth to midnineteenth centuries, which he claimed to be worth US$7 million a year to the fledgling United States. At the same time, science was undergoing a sea change as the gentleman scientists and polymaths of the century's start gave way to more specialized and professionalized successors.
Melville's attitude to, and use of, science in Moby-Dick was in line with the eclectic ethos of that period. Drawing on the work of luminaries such as William Scoresby, Thomas Beale, Georges Cuvier and Louis Agassiz, Melville used contemporary knowledge of natural history -or the lack of it -to his own ends.
Seventeen of the book's 135 chapters focus on whale anatomy or behaviour. Titles include 'The Sperm Whale's Head -Contrasted View' and 'The Right Whale's HeadContrasted View'; such sections lay out the whales' physical structure with a wry mixture of known facts and arch analogy. (In a witty 2011 essay, marine biologist Harold Morowitz speculates on Melville as a "cetacean gastroenterologist or proctologist".) Melville's must also be the first, and perhaps last, work of literature to feature a chapter on zooplankton.
In the famous Chapter 32, 'Cetology' , Melville attempts to categorize species of whale as he would catalogue his library, in 'folios' . It was a playful gesture that reflected the fluid classification of cetacean species at the time.
In The Natural History of the Sperm Whale (1839), Beale notes that the French natural historian Bernard Germaine de Lacépède claimed that there were eight species of this whale; there are in fact only three: Physeter macrocephalus; Kogia sima, the dwarf sperm whale; and the pygmy, K. breviceps. Accordingly, Melville pronounces earlier attempts to describe whales "all wrong", and deploys two contemporary authorities to bolster his claim: Scoresby and Beale.
The Natural History of the Sperm Whale was the first attempt to write scientifically about this deep-diving, open-ocean whale. The result of Beale's experiences as a surgeon on a British whaling ship, the book was full of observations on the animal's anatomy and behaviour. Cuvier had claimed that the sperm whale struck fear into "all the inhabitants of the deep", but Beale knew this whale to be "a most timid and inoffensive animal".
Equally, Scoresby's groundbreaking An Account of the Arctic Regions (1820) gave Melville insight into the other cetacean whose numbers were decimated by whaling: the bowhead (Balaena mysticetus), then known as the common whale. Scoresby, the son of a whaler, was a typical polymath of the time: hunter, scientist, clergyman and mesmerist. In his early career he had received encouragement from Joseph Banks, and his work set the benchmark for Arctic studies.
Melville was particularly fascinated by Scoresby's observations of an ancient Inuit harpoon embedded in a bowhead's blubber. "Who had darted that stone lance?" Melville's narrator Ishmael wonders, imagining (with slight exaggeration) that it had been thrown "long before America was Darwin's recorded observation of marine iguanas as "imps of darkness" seemed to set the tone for Melville's metaphoric view of the Galapagos, which he saw as "five-and-twenty heaps of cinders … In no world but a fallen one could such lands exist".
Such dark analogies are in line with a man who declared all human science to be "but a passing fable" -and yet created a fable of his own. In Moby-Dick, Ishmael is a perpetually sceptical and questioning figure, a man attuned to science -a stark contrast to the vengeful Ahab and his pursuit of the whale that "dismasted" him. As the critic Eric Wilson, in his essay 'Melville, Darwin, and the Great Chain of Being' , notes, a "primary subtext of Melville's novel is the passing of pre-Darwinian, anthropocentric thought, espoused by Ahab, and the inauguration of a version of Darwin's more ecological evolution, proffered by Ishmael". Me l v i l l e l i v e d through that process. US Transcendentalist Ralph Waldo Emerson's essay Nature (1836), with its declaration of moral law at the heart of the cosmos, was the new philosophy of Melville's youth. But as biographer Andrew Delbanco points out, Melville read A Hazard of New Fortunes (1890), William Dean Howells's Darwinian-inflected view of society. Moby-Dick itself has been seen as a parody of the Transcendentalists' 'back-tonature' excesses. But Melville does more than lambast philosophy or use science as interior decoration. He achieved a marvellous synthesis of his own poetic and philosophical impulse with the increasingly science-aware ethos of his age. And he did so with a sense of black humour that transcended Transcendentalism to prove that nature -and its science -was much stranger and more wonderful than they had imagined.
Moby-Dick failed to make any impact in Melville's lifetime, and he died forgotten in 1891. But his spirit of enquiry and experiment stood him in good stead as far as 95 (2013) Ice in all its chill Earthly manifestations has drawn thousands of research scientists into the white deserts of the world. Now, three pioneers of ice-core science -Jean Jouzel, Claude Lorius and Dominique Raynaud -reveal key facets of the cryosphere in a new translation of their sweeping overview. Moving from exploration and early science, they delve into the ice 'archives' and findings on climate ancient and current, the rise of pollution and more. A nuanced and thorough look at climate change and its implications.
The Enlightenment Vision: Science, Reason, and the Promise of a Better Future Stuart Jordan proMetHeUs 295 pp. $26 (2013)
Physicist Stuart Jordan scrutinizes the afterglow of that scientific big bang, the Enlightenment of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Aspects of today's culture -medicine, scientific outlook, democracy and technological advances -carry traces of the original vision. But Jordan shows too how mixed a legacy we face, from ignorance about science, a bulging population and "juggernaut technology" to degraded ecosystems. Particularly by upholding ethics, he argues, we can collectively turn the tide.
INNOVATION

Motley inventors
John Browning welcomes a collective portrait of creators that puts life stories first.
A n enthusiast's book about enthusiasts, The Tinkerers surveys a motley collection of US innovators whose creations are changing the world -or so their makers hope. The result is a kaleidoscopic view of the myriad forms innovation can take. Alec Foege's book is a useful contribution to understanding our era, repeatedly transformed by innovation that has generated pages and gigabytes of analysis in the abstract, but surprisingly little on the inventors themselves. Foege redresses the balance, covering a crew that ranges from Thomas Edison to Silicon Valley whizz-kids. He tries to let his inventors describe in their own words what they thought they were doing, and why.
Dean Kamen, inventor of the Segway and various medical devices, falls closest to the mould set by Edison. Based in New Hampshire, he has used the cash flow from licensing his automatic syringe, dialysis machine and other medical innovations to invent solutions to whatever takes his fancy -such as a wheelchair that can navigate steps. Saul Griffith puts a more modern spin on the model. His "do tank", Squid Labs in Alameda, California, spins off companies rather than licences -including Howtoons, a website featuring educational cartoons, and Makani Power, which uses airborne wind turbines to harvest the energy of high-altitude winds.
Meanwhile, Nathan Myhrvold, Microsoft's former head of technology, takes new models of innovation to a logical extreme. Instead of creating his own inventions, his company, Intellectual Ventures, buys, finances and creates a large patent portfolio, which it then licenses to others. He argues that this inspires a broad swathe of creativity. Some, in turn, argue that it encourages a profusion of patents and could merely mire innovation in legal uncertainties and lawsuits.
Foege doesn't provide any solutions, or even take a strong stance in that debate. For better or worse, The Tinkerers feels like a prototype -a bit rough and ready, created as much to point towards interesting questions as to provide answers. To be truly representative, the choice of profiles should at least have included some innovators in biology or medical science, and some working in corporate laboratories. But the hotchpotch does capture a range of approaches and motivations. Kamen seems to like solving problems. Melville's masterpiece also resonates powerfully with today's scientific concerns. Moby-Dick contrasts the glory of the whale with the threats posed by humanity. Melville even seems to anticipate the effects of a changing environment. In the moving chapter 'Does The Whale's Magnitude Diminish? -Will He Perish?' , Melville wonders about a flooded future, but sees the whale as triumphant, spouting "his frothed defiance to the skies". Yet by the time his book finally came into its own, Melville's vision had turned into a nightmare for the whale.
In 1961 alone, more whales diednearly 75,000 -than in the entire span of Yankee whaling. With faster ships and grenade harpoons, new species had come within the hunters' remit: the blue and fin whales of the South Atlantic and Southern Ocean. And, like Scoresby, the "hip-booted cetologists" (as D 
